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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF D-T FUSION
REACTOR RADIOACTIVITY AND AFTERHEAT

Donald J. Dudziak and R. A. l&akowski
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Log Alamos, New Mexico 87544

ABSTRACT

Induced radioactivity and afterheat in fusion reactor blanket structures
and magnetic coils are essential inputs for environmental impact studies. These
quantities have been calculated for a Reference Theta-Pinch Reactor (RTPR) and
cmpared with reported results for other fusion reactors and typical fast fla-
slon reactors. Major independent variables considered in the RTPR analyais
wera structuralmaterial (Nb-l%Zr,V-20%Ti),neutron wall loading (0.2 to 6.7
MW/m2), operating time (1 to 20 y) and time after shutdown (O to 30 00 y).
For a given operating time, large radioactivity contributions from 9gNb render
higher Ci/Wt and Ci/Wt y values at higher WU1l loadings and < 1 y after shut-
down. At long times after shutdown this dependence is reversed and represents
●n ●dvantage relative to long-term radwaste storage. Activity from V-20%Ti 10
very insensitive to wall loading or operating time. For either material, aftar-
heat power densities are about two orders-of-magnitude lower than for fission
reactors.



1. Introduction

The major short and long-term radiological impact of fusion power reactors
as envisioned today is associated with the large inventories of tritium and the
neutron activation of structural components of the blanket. Tk,emechanisms and
radiological implications of tritium release to the environment have

!
een

treated in detail for the Reference Theta-Pinch Reactor (RTPR) design and are
not considered here. The impact of structural activation is made on both
short-term (accidents,maintenance) and long-term (radstorage, blanket proces-
sing) radioactivity as well as nuclear afterheat (loss-of-cooling). The major
independent variables considered by this study are structural material (Nb-l%Zr,
V-ZO%Ti), 14.l-MeV neutron wall loading (I = 0.2 to 6.7 MW/m2), operdting time
(T = 1 to 20 y), and the time after shutdot%n(t = O to 30 000 y). Alth ugh
the calculational results presented herein are ~ased on the RTPR design,

9 com-
parisons are made with fission reactors and other fusion reactor designs. Cal-
culational $esults axe analyzed in terms of activation per unit energy generated,
a(Ci/Wt y); activation per unit power, A(Ci/Wt); biological hazard potential,
BHP(ka3/Wt); and fraction of operating power represented by nuclear afterheat,
P/Po. This&tudy emphasized Nb-l%Zr structural alloy, although V-20%Ti is also
considered Activation of the copper magnet coils used in the RTPR design is
●lso included for the Nb-l%Zr case, and should differ little for V-20%Ti.

Afterheet and radioac ~~ ty calculations for several D-T fusion reactor de-
signs have been published~ill Differences observed among afterheat and radio-
activity calculations result largely from design differences, since fusion re-
actor afterheat and radioactivity are intrinsically dependent upon the blanket
design and operating conditions. Typical blanket parameters which strongly in-
fluence induced activity levels calculated b

z
various design groups are (i)

first-wall neutron loading (* 0.1 to 10 MW/m ); (ii) vo%ume percent of struc-
tural material in the blanket (1 to 6 v/o); (iii) neutron moderating material
(graphiteor stainless steel) and its location relative to high flux regions;
and (iv) projected useful lifetime of the structure (5-20 y). These parameters
determine the relative amounts of specific radioisotopes generated and their
time-dependentdecay~ In contrast, afterheat for fission reactors is weakly
design dependent.

The neutron activation of structuralmaterial in any D-T fusion reactor
power plant presents a three-fold problem: __ ..-.-

i) in event of a loss-of-coolantaccident the nuclear decay heat will re-
sult in ●n increased blanket temperature, leading perhaps to melting of
a portion of the structuralmetal.

ii) radioactive structuralmaterial conceivably may be released in the
form of flocculent oxides, along with activated coolant, during the
course of a severe liquid-metal fire.

iii) the necessity to periodically replace and perhaps recycle reactor
structural material creates a significant radwaste disposal/storage/
handling problem.

w
While advantageous from the viewpoint of long-term radioactivity and after-

hoat, V-20%Tf has strength and corrosion (oxygen) limitations when used as a
high-tamporature (> 900 K) structuralmat~rial.
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Fission reactor power plants share similar problems, except that the de-
mands imposed by nuclear afterheat, the potential for accidental radioactivity
releases, and radwaste management are almost entirely associated with fission
products and transuranim elements.

.2. CalculationalModels

The evolution of a conceptual th a- inch reactor design
ft,l!

11,12913s2 has in.

eluded successive neutronic analyses. The toroidal reactor power plant has

1
an aspect ratio of 1 2 and is cunposed of 2=etre long modules with 100 radial
segments per module. Except for the radial walls (1 mm Nb and 0.3 m Al~03)
which separate the 100 segments around the minor circumference, the blanket can
be represented by a series of concentric cylinders. Blanket schematic drawings
and neutronic models can be found in Refs. 2, 15.and 16. Niobiun/alunina walls
were all taken into account either explicitly or by hcnnogenizationin the neu-
tronic model, and the total blanket inventory of niobim structure, therefore,
is realisticallyrepresented. Accounting for metal structure within regions
such as the graphite moderator is especially important because a large proportion
of thermal captures occur in moderating regions. No attempt was made to alter
the structural design for V-20%Ti; rather, the alloy was simply substituted for
niobiun in activation calculations.

~]1 transport calculations were performed with the DTF-IV discrete or~#ates
code, using cross sections frmn the standard LASL/CTR 100-group library.
Activation cross

1?
ections were obtained fran vario

Yi
sources, including ENDF,

the “barn book”, and nuclear model calculations. In particular, mul group
!licross sections for excitation of 93mW the 12-year metastable state of llb,

were derived f
5Y 1

the work o Hegedus 20 Because of its dominant contribution,
production of ~ via the 9 Nb(n,y) ‘5Nb reaction introduces the greatest un-
certainty in calculations of both radioactivity and afterheat from niobim.
The cross section for this reaction has not be~n thoroughlymeasured; both the
thermal cross section and the resonance integr have be
mately 15 times the respectiv values for the

?8 ~b(~5Y)
8L ‘0~~c;:o~2t~h~~:

fore, the assunption was ade thg~ the 94Nb(n,y)
where 15 times that ‘or9YNb~~# ac$~ity ~n most ~ cross Section is every-

9{~ and
This asqunption should be conservative

(i.e., overpredict cases) unless the 94Nb reso-
‘3Nb. Another effectnances are predominant at higher energies than those in

tending to make the 95~3fiNb production talculations conserva ive is resonance
9$b has baen esti-self-

0
ielding. Accounting for resonance self-shielding in

mated to reduce the 94Nb production by x 20%,
7

while this effect in 94+Nbreso-
nance capture is fluence-dependentand indeterminate. Resonance self-?hi lding
was ignored with th intention of providing conservative results for94

%n95,9 ~,

However, long-term Nb activity may still be uncierpredictedbecause of over-
estimating burnout.

The branching rati to
!8

9-
#!l

the 94Nb(n,y) react
0,2,and 0.5 was assumed fo the Nb(n,y) reaction to b~

n wa:n:sg~~18A;oabe

conservative assmption all 53Nb(n,u) ~qactions were aaauned to branch to %.
Activation of the metastable state of Nb has the cr s section originally
given (erroneously)i? the ENDF-11 data f$~e for ~~ M Nb(n,2n) reaction. For
I = 2.0 and 6.7

w
/m the production of Zr by ‘Nb decay exceeded the nat-

upally occgljrin8 Zr in Nb-l%Zr by factors of 8 and 26 at T = 5 y,indicating
that the Sr activity per unit operating power will be a t function of

93t~~b havior●both wall 48ading and operating time, which is similar to
Likewtsa, Sr, which results mostly frcnnouccesfiiv,reactions via

5
M Zr, haa

the aanm strong dependence. Th~ contributlon from ‘Zr(n,n’-~)reactfone is

*
Fragmentary data indicate the opposite behavicwji.a.,low-lyingrasonancoo ●t

* 10”20@v*



minor. It is quickly apparent that the accuracy of radioactivity and afterheat

KIN@
calculations is lim ed almost entirely by the cross-section data uncertainties,
aapecially for the reaction; errors due to angular quadrature and
other nunerical approximations are relatively minor.

3. Calculational Results

3.1 Radioactivity and Biological Hazard Potential (BHP)

The radioactivity induced by neutron transmutationsdepends on the blanket
stzuctu?almaterial, the wall loading (Iw), the operating time (T), aml the
time after shutdown (t ). Although this radioactivity is conventionally ex-
pressed as either ~ (C?/Wt y) or A(Ci/Wt), these quantities have little techni-
cal significance, in that the induced radioactivity presents either a biological
hnzard (in the short- or long-run) or a cooling problem. The latter concern is
best reflected in terms of the fraction, P/P , of the operating power which is
~epresented by decay heat and is treated in ?he following Section 3.2. The bio-
logical hazard is most convenientlymeasured in terms of a biological hazard po-
tential, BHP, defined

9
s the ratio of A(Cii’Wt)to the maximum permissible con-

centration,MPC (Ci/bn ).* The principal usefulness of the BHP lies in its
cmmar ative function, and a physical significance should not be given to the ab-
solute value of the BHP, since important properties like volatility, chemical
state, and source distribution are not specified. The radioactivity and after-
heat calculations are based on pure alloys, and the effects of impurities at
the levels found in commercial alloys may be nontrivial. Incorporation of im-
purity effects, however, is beyond the scope of the present study.

F;;- 1cmpar~:9$#ii’wt)= t ‘0=‘he‘m ‘ith ‘alues‘epO%dayp;:ka-mak fu on reactors~ The BHP associated with fission products 9

tonim are incorporated onto a sumnary plot of BHP ~ ts given in Fig. 2.
Both figures indicate the dependence of radioactivity and BHP on operating time
and wall loading. Detailed analyses of this dependence can be found in Ref. 25.
The df.fferencesin radioactivity between fusion reactors results from composi-
tional variations (location and quantities of graphite); the varying quantities
of structural alloy incorporated within the blanket (the more complex structure
in the RTPR blanket requires * 6% volune of structure canpared to - 1% for the
OllNLtokamak); and differences in wall loading. Additional difference between
fusion reactors arise because of the varying calculational bases selected for
particular designs in incorporatingspecific radioiaot pes i~ltoanalyses of
activation chains. For instance, 8the Wisconsin etudyl neglects the long-lived
% isotope in the Nb-l%Zr analysis and t

%
ORNL st y does not allow for a Ti

alloying conti
8! t
ent, an thu~ltb isotopes 5Ca and ttSc, in the vanadiun calcu-

lations. The Ca and 6SC isotopes, although a small contributor to A(Ci/Wt),
have a low MPC and therefore contributemost of the BHP. A comparison of the V
(tokomak)curve with the V-20M3 (RTPR) curve in Fig. 2 (once these cu&-vc~are
normalized to the same volume percent of structural materials) clearly illu~-
trates the affects of Ti alloy additions on the BHP for vanadiun. The radio-
logical advantage of vanadia will almost certainly be further diminished if
other low-level impurity and atloyir.gconstituents are taken into account.

*
MPC’s are given for air and water according

22
to whether 1) the isotope is in

A soluble or insoluble form, and ii) the release is Into a controlled (40 hr/wk
expooure) or an uncontrolled (168 hr/wk exposure) area~ These MPC’n pertain to

~ividual doses and must be reduced by ● factor of 3 when applfed to a suitable
Campl@ of the exposed population. TO assure an unambiguous cmparison, all MPc’s
used herein apply to individual exposures in uncontrolled areas, and the emaller
batwaan soluble and insoluble values ie ueod. MPC’s quoted are for air concentra-
tions. MPC values not found in Ref. 22 were calculated b J. W. Healy (Loo

xAlamosScientific Laboratory, personal conununication,197 ).
4



Increased wall loading generally results in higher short-term activation
(Ci/Wt) of the niobiun structure as areault of aecmd-ordsr reactions which
lead to ‘5s9~~. The long-tens activation for a giver.value of T, however, ie
seen t decrease with incr sing Iw, as a result of the burnout of the long-

8lived h and its parent 8L
●

Because the copper canpression coils are in close proximity to the blanket
in the RTPR design, the neutron f1= level and subsequent a~;tivation will be sig-
nificant. Figure 1 gives the decay of copper activity for typical RTPR condi-
tions,and Table I smmarizes the RTPR radioactivity and biological hazard po-
tential f r the copper compression coil at shutdown for tb esign wall loading
(2.0 ylmf) as a imction of operating time. The i~otopes 86 co(tl/2 u 5.272 y)
and 6 Ni (t 2

i~
= 100 y) represent the major long-term radwa te concern (005% of

the total c per activity at shutdown for T = 10 y). !!The 6 Nf activity, although
long lived, emits only a soft (E Y

D 0.07 Me ) beta. The total.copper activity
is 20% of the Nb-17Zr activity @== 2.0 MW/IU, T = 5 y) at shutdown, although
the short-lived nature of the danknt copper activity (Table 1) presents mainly
an afterheat problem ra her than a radiological hazard.

i
A cauparison of the

BHP’s for I = 2.0 MW/m in Tables I and III does show, however, that the copper
coils have ~lightly higher values than a V-20%Ti blanket. In the case of a
Nb-l%Zr blanket the cow r coils contribute only about 5% cf the biological
hazard potential.

The dependence of the blanket radioactivity (and afterheat) on T and I was
indicated by the results presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Tables II and III ill&-
trate the effect of wall loading, I ~ and operating time, T, on the Nb-l%Zr and
V-20%Ti radioactivity bi

Yl:tlm
cal ha~ard potential, and afterheat, The strong

depen encc on I of the Nb activity is immediately evident from Table II
.ith “~ ~~g~i %ting the activity at the higher values of I . The less dramatic
effect of burnout is also observed. Figure 3 sumna?izes the de~~ndence
of A(Ci/Wt), ~(Ci/Wt y), and P/P on the operating time, T, for various ‘#all

:::db!:!b’w’
in the Nb-l%Zr RTfi. As was discussed previously, calculations of

Nb activities are subject to considerable error caused by uncertainty
in the ‘b radiative capture cross sect n.

&
Tb high activities at large

val~s of Iw may in fact be illusory if capture resonances are
33
edanin-

ately low lying. Table 11 clearl illustrates the strong effect of
3

Nb activ-
ity on the BHP. Even though the ~ activity (Ci/Wt)@inates for 1~
~ 2.0 MW/m2, its BHP is negligible relative to that of Nb. Thus, the total
BHP increasesmuch more rapidly with wall loading than does A(Ci/Wt).

Studies of the variation of radioactivity from V-20%Ti with wall loading
wre also performed, with less pronounced differences (Table 111). Variations
in total Ci/Wt, BHP, and P
second-order reactions on &~~30~t g~~~~~c~~t (at most 3%). Therefore, the

o Cr (producedby first-order re-

b
●ctions on stable nucle of Ti or V) are shown to be of minor

4Nb. Consecutive (n,2n) reaction onthe poesibie case with
Importance, unlike
Ti to produce

‘Ti (47y) were ass-d to be a negligible contributor to the radioacti~ity.
The first six radiaieotopes in Table III are those considered by Steiner for a
pure vanadiun structure; the remaining

7
ix are principally products of titaniun

activation. Ap~~oximately 75% of the 4 Sc prod tion in th~lRTPR, homver,
~om ‘$(n,~) orcanes from the Ti(n,n’p) reacti s, not

8
V(n,n’~ reactions.

As can be seen in Table 111, the Ca and 6SC will be the duninant contributors
to BHP for several (6-10) years after shutdown, because of their high init 1
~HP and relatively long half lives. The only longer-lived isot

8!!
i~

haq an initLal BHP at least two orders of magnitude lower than ;: :;l;t~c f:r

any wall loading considered.

On the basis of the foregoing results, the dependence of u(Ci/Wt y),
h(Ci/Ut),and BHP(lan3/Wt)on Iw, T, ●nd t

‘0r9Y
-l%Zr is complicated by eecond-

~rder production reactions, burnout of st:ble Nb and radioactive isotopes, and



the natural variations in half-life and MPC’S. As evidenced from the data
presented on Fig. 3 different costs are accrued (i.e., total curies of activity)
for the same apparent benefit (i.e., Wt-y of energy received) depending on the
individual values of wall loading (directlyrelatable to power) and operating
time. For the case where th activity

54m
t shutdown is comprised primarily of

‘~m~), this situation is best describedshort-lived isotopes (Leo, Nb and
by plotting the “cost-benefit ratio” A(Ci/Wt) ~ the total energy delivered
(Gwt y)# Figure 4 illustrates this correlation at ts = O, ~nd this correlation
is independent of wall loading in the range 0.2 to 6.7 MlJ/m (360 to 12,000 Mbit
for the RTPR). The “activity cost” (Ci) per unit of thermal power (Wt) derived
from a given blanket structure increaseswith increasing energy (GWt y) as
second order reactions build in activity. As the derived energy increases, the
benefit of activity burnout is realized and the cur

83
Shews maximun. Specif-

ic~lly, this maximum is a result of the burnout of Nh and !34Nb and occurs at
unrealistically large first-wall neutron fluences (correspondingto transmuta-
tion of * 20% of the original niobiutt),but not unrealistic for recycled niobium.

Figure 4 corresponds to a “cost-benefit”ratio which is most applicable at
shutdown (ts = O). Since the real cost of the induced radioactivity must often
be attributed to long-term storage requirements, the dependence of tb “cost-
benefit” ratio, ~(Ci/Wt y), on total delivered energy (GWt y) at long shutdown
times is of interest; this behavior is illustrated in Fig~ 5. The quantity
U(Ci/Wt y) represents a “cost-benefit”ratio which is more useful for large
values of ts and eventually b omes independent of wall loading for long times
after shutdown. The isotope $& represents the major long-term activity, and
the decrease of ~{Ci/Wt y) with delivered energy (GWt y) for a given large
value of t~ reflects the burnout of this activity.

3.2 Nuclear Afterhaat

Nuclear afterheat represents a concern for both fission and fusion power
reactors in event of a loss-of-coolingaccident. In assessing tie nuclear
afterheat problem, primary considerationmust be given to the fractio~ of the
operating thermal powet which is re ‘esentedby nuclear afterheat, P/Po, as
well as the specific power (MW/ut3)generated within the blanket by the afterheat.
The dependence of P/P. en wall loading, operating time, and material have been
summarized for the RT?R in Tables II-III. The lifetime of the copper coils is
expected to be 2-4 times that of the blanket, but their afterheat power saturams
in a few days and changes < 1% for up to 20 years opezation (cf. Table I).

A canparison of the time dependence of P/P. calculated for the RTPR is
made with other fusion reactor concepts as well as with a representative fission
reactor in

!$!
. 6. The fission product curve from Ref. 26 is for the thermal

M
sion of U, although the afterheat resulting from t e fast fission of
Pu is shown in R

955
!?27 to differ little (< 10% for 10 s < ts < 2 y) from the

thermal fission of U.

For the case of a loss-of-coolingaccident interest focuses on the magni-
tude of P/P. for approximately the first day afte~~the accident. Although P/P.
for a fission reactor iS of the same order as for the RTMt, (the RTPR contains
--6 times more structure than the other fusion reactor concepts considered) the
difference in s eci,+, afterheat power can be significant. The RTPR generates
3 600 MWt in3a 718 m blanket. which corresponds to an operating power density
@f 5.01MW/m (of blanket). The volune fraction of Nb in the RTPR blanket is
6.1 v/o (44 m3), and all afterheat can be conservatively assumed to be depositci
within the niobium. This assumption leads to an average afterheat power densit*T

3of 0.81 NW/m (of niobium) shortly after sb,utdown. The peak-to-average afterhc~t



power ratio in the niobium is * 2 .3,* with the maximm occurring at the first
walla Also shown on Fig. 6 is P/P. for the RTPR with V-2&4Ti substitu~ed for
Nb-l%Zr in the blanket. The difference for V or V-20%Ti between the ORNL and
the UWMAK-I tokamak is a result of considerably less structural metal in the
ORNL design and the incorporation of stainless s eel moderator in the UWMAK de-
sign. The WestinghouseLMFBR demonstration plant

24 is selected for comparison
of nuclear afterheat power densities with the RTPR~ The Westinghouse IMFBR
demonstration plant will generate 790 MWt (330 MWe) in a 2.183 m3 active core
voluneo The U02/PU02 (- 22 W/O R@ fuel amounts tO 36co V/O of t~ active
core volmeo The corresponding operating power density is 360 MW/m (of active
core volme) or 1000 MW/m3 (of fuel)● The afterheat power density at z O s

4
after shutdown for this fission reactor, therefore, amounts to w 50 MW/m (of
fuel) or a factor of * 60 greater than the RTPR (and even a greater fraction
for other fusion reactor designs). Detailed heat-transfer calculations must be
made which account for post-accident core configurations before the significance
of this cliff ence in afterheat power density can be accurately evaluated.

Bt
New

data on the
$

Nb n,y) cross section will in all likelihood significantly reduce
the calculated ~bT contribution to afterheat. Furthermore, more detailed cal-
culations performed on fusion reactor designs which incorporate activities in-
duced in the impurities found in commercially pure structural alloys may increase
P/P fox fusion reactors.

?
However, fusion reactors as now envisioned are inher-

ent y low power density machines, and it is difficult to imagine afterheat prob-
lems in fusion reactors which are of the same order as the problems presently
faced by fission reactors.

4. Conelusions and Smmary

The foregoing analyses and results have gi en the major dependencies of
3

radioactivity [A(Ci/Wt), CfCi/Wt y), and BHP(lun/Wt)] and nuclear afterheat
(P/Po) on material, wal1 loading (Iw), operating time (T) and shutdown time
(ts) variables. This study is far from complete, although the results pre-
sented herein do represent a portion of the state-of-the-art knowledge upon
which near-term decisions will be made in fusion reactor design activities.
Conclusions which have pertinence to this decision process are summarized below.

i) Impurity activation in both structural and nonstructural blanket com-
ponents may have a significant influence on the values of BEE!and, to
a lesser extent, P/P. computed herein. A study of the influence of
impurities should be incorporated into the second round of fusion
reactor design exercises~

ii) The cross section data used in these analyses are inadequate for
radiological/afterh t ssessments with greater than + 25% accuracy
(* factor of 2 for 5!! ,9% @); for this reason the results and conclu-
sions presented herein should be viewed as preliminary estimates.
Much more work ad refinement must be done before these kinds of cal-
culation for fusion reactors will be on an equal footing with similar
estimates made for fission reactors. This singular fact should be
kept in mind eY! 85making radiological fission/fusion comparisons.
Estimates of ‘ ‘Nb activity

Y8
st likely err on the high side, over-

predicting BHP and P/Po, while Nb predictions probably err on the
10W sida.

&
This value of peak-to-average afterheat ratio is much less than might be ir: -

ferred frcm the attenuation of the total neutron flux through the blanket. tlost
of the activation ~~hich ontri.butes to afterheat results from successive ueutron
captures (93Nb - 94Nb + 55Nb) and is therefore most dependent upon the low
energy neutron fluxc

.
—



111) The large contribution to the total radioactivity of Nb-l%Zr fusion
reactorsbysecond-order neutron absorption renders higher radio-
activities (Ci/Wt or Ci/Wt y) for higher wall loadings at.short times
after shutdown (c 1 y) for a given operating time. This dependency is
r ve sed at long decay times (> 100 y) because of the burnout of
‘~gh. Therefore, a long-term ~~dvantageexists for higher wall load-
ings as far as possible storage requirements are concerned.

iv) The sensitivity of A(Ci/Wt) a[~dBHP(lan3/Wt)to the detai:!sof a
given fusion reactor design was demonstrated. This sensitivity is
caused by differences in the total quantity of structural material
believed acceptable for a given design configuration, the relative
complexity of a given blanket design, the location of neutron moder-
ating materials within the blanket relatf.veto resonance absorbing
materials, differences in wall loading, and the neutron cross sections
used in a given analysis~

v) The V-20%Ti al10Y exhibits an order of magnitude less short-term
radioactivity relative to Nb-17”r alloy; th long-term activity
(> 100 y) for V-20%Ti is zero foc the isotopes studied. The radio-
logical advantage of V-20%Ti wiil almost certainly be diminished if
low-level impurities and alloying constituents are taken into account
by future analyses. The addition of 20%Ti to V does not significantly
alter the radioactivity or afterheat, but increases the BHP appreci-
ably. Use of copper magnetic coils in the RTPR design will cause the
BHP of the coils to exceed that of a pure V-20%Tt blanket.

vi) Because of the close proximity of the copper magnetic coils to the
RTPR blanIcet,considerableneutron activation of the copper is ex-
pected. The major portion of this activity is short-lived (< 12.74 h)
and therefore presents more of an afterheat problem than a radiological
(storage) problem; the copper activity is * 20% of the Nb-l%Zr ac-
tivity (Ci/Wt) and * 5% of the Nb-l%Zr biological hazard potential at
shutdown (I = 2.0 MW/m2, T = 5 yr) ● The isotope 63Ni (tl z

(
= 100 y)

represents ~ major long-term contributor to the radioactivety from a
radwakte point-of-view, elthcugh this situation may change if impur-
ities found in commercially pure copper

&
or copper alloy) are incor-
OCo may be the most importantporated into the analysis. The 5.272-y

contributor to maintenance and recycling problems for the coils. Em-
ploying aluninun coi1s should reduce the induced activity by orders of
magnitudes

vii) The general dependence of radioactivity and afterheat on wall loading
and operating time is shown for V-20%Ti an

t
Nb-l%Zr st ctural a loys.

For V-20%Ti the second order reactions on ‘SC, 50Ti, 58 iV, and 5 fr
9+tiare shown to be of minor importance (< 3%), unlike the case for

in the Nb-1’%ZrRTP’R.

viii) The dependence ~f P/P. on the peculiarities of the fusion reactor de-
sign is appreciable for the reasons cited in iv) above; the RTPR has
values which are of the same order reported for fission reactors- The
afterheat power density, however, is expected to be one to two orders-
of-magnitude below that for a “fast” fission reactors This situation
results frm the low power density which is Inherent to rnagneticaily
confined CTR’s~ For this reason afterheat in conjunction with loss-
of-coolant or coolant-flow is not expected to be a major concern for
fusion reactors. Detailed heat transfer calculaticus, however, must be
performed in conjunction with a realistic accident scenario before
analysis of the loss-of-coolingaccident is on the same quantitative
footing as for fission reactors.
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ix) The BHP for the fusion reactor cases considered herein is considerably
below that for a fission reactor of equivalent power. Although the BHP
is a comparative quantity, and little physical significance can meaning-
fully be attributed directly to this quantity, even the comparative
quality of the BHP has limitations. For instance, the radioactivity
expected to be generated from fusion reactors will chemically be of a
refractory nature, unlike the volatile nature of biologically hazardous
fission products. Therefore, even if the BHP values predicted fusion
and fission to be of the same order, the chemistry of the respective
activities predicts a less stringent storage task for the fusion rad-
waste. This conclusion, however, is subject to the uncertainties
listed .ini) and ii) above. Additionally, the structural “radwaste”
from a fusion power plant is in a metallurgical form which is amenable
to reclamation and recycling; in fact if Nb-1 &r is used recycling of
the blanket structure appears almost certain.I

x) 6or fusion rea tors constructed from Nb-172r alloy, the isotope
4Nb (2.0 x 10g y) is a major long-term contribution to the BHP, which
for t > 400 y exceeds the fission-productscomponent of the BHP for
fissi~n reactors. The BHP’s of 94Nb and fission products are, however,
always greatly overshadowed bv that for the transuraniun elements
(primarilyplutonimn) in iission reactors.
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Isotope ‘1/2

60C0
5.72 y

62C0
13.9 m

63Ni 100 y

65Ni 2.520 h
62CU 9.78 m-
64ti

12.74 h
66m 5.10 m

*
TOTALS - Cilwt

ci/wt y

P/PO(%)

(Iw-2.0

TABLE I

SEUTMfN IN COPPERVS OPERATINGTIME
2

MW/m , the reference case)

Act iVi ty (ci/wt) BHP(h 3/wt)

T=5y T-loy T=20y T=20y

1.75 x 10-3 2.66 x 10-3 3.38 X 10-3 1.13 x 10-2

1.63 X 10-3 1.63 X 10-3 1.63 X 10-3 8.15 X 10-7

7.48 X 10-4 1.47 x 10-3 2.84 x 10-3 1.42 X 10-3

9.54 x 10-4 9.54 x 10-4 9.54 x 10+ 4.77 x 10-5

0.0262 0.0262 0.0262
-6

8.73 X 10

0.649 0.649 0.648 1.62 X 10-2

0.108 0.108 0.108 1.08 X 10-5

0.7883 0.7899 0.7910 BEP: 0.0290

0.1577 0.07899 0.03955

0.245 0.246 0.247

.



---——

TABLE II.

IsotoDe

‘2Nb(2xlo7y)
9% (lo.nd)

‘%(12 y)

“Nb (2.0xlo4y)
9%(6* 26 ‘)

‘5Nb(35.1d]
95~(3.61d)

89Sr(50.5d)

‘0Sr(29y)

9%?(64h)
9q(3*19 ‘)

‘3Zr(9 .5iL05y)

TOTALS

PIP* (%)

lZITRAFTERHEAT ANI?RADIOACTIVITYAT SHUTDOWN IN Nb-lZZr VS WALL LOADIXG (T = FIVE YEARS)

Reference Design
IW = ().2 IW = ().5 IW = 2.0 Iw = 6.7

ci/wt BHP ci/wt BHP Ci/Wt BHP Cilvt BRP

7.42x10-8 2.12x10-~0 7.4M0-8 2.12fl&0 7.36x10-8 2.1xlo-10 7.19X10-8 2.*5xlo-lo

0.288 7.78x10-4 0.288 7.78x10-4

0.0609 0.0152 0.0608 0.0152

5.981c10-42.99x10-4 5.68x10-4 2.84x10-4

1.78 8.90x10-6 1.78 8.90x10-6

0.213 0.0710 0.503 0.168

0.0425 1.52Xiu-4 0.101 3.6k10-4

2.38 0.0874 2.73 0.185

0.312 0.459

0.287 7.76x10+

0.0606 0.0152

4.45xlo-4 2.22xlo-4

1.75 8.79x10d

1.55 0.517

0.311 1.mClo-3

1.04Xlo-4 3*47xlo4

4.67x10-7 1.56x10-5

6.78x10-3 2.26xlo-3

<6.78fi0-3<90f8f10-6

8.97x10-8 2.24x10-8

3.96 0.534

0.990

0.282 7.62x10-4

0.0601 0.0150

2.39xlo‘4 1.20X10-4

1.67 8.35x10-6

2.61 0.870

0.521 -31.86xlo

3.25x10-4 1.08x10-3

L42x10-6 4.73x10-5

6.78x10-3 2.26x10-3

C6.78xI0 -6‘3 <9.68X1O

8.96x10‘8 2.24x10-8

5.14 0.889

1.52



TABLE 111. ~ MTEREMT MD RADIOACTIVITYAl

Isotope

47~c

48S=

51Ti
49V

5
%
51C,

SU3TOTAL

45ca

47ca

46S=

49~c

50~c

45Ti

TOTAL

VP* (%)

t1/2

3.41d

43.7h

5.76m

331 d

3.755m

27.71d

163 d

4.54 d

83.8d

57.3m

1.71m

3.078h

C1/ut

3.61x10-3

0.0228

0.0467

1.15xlo-3

0.370

9.03xlo-5

0.444

4.66x10-3

6.14x10-5

5.07xlo-3

4.44xlo-4

1.54Xlo-4

2.Osxlo+

0.455

0.554

uQEu!Rmm n V-zozriVs MALL

Cmk

1.80x10-4

4.56xNI-3

5. 49xla-5

k60JK10-6

1.06x10-3

1. 13xlo-6

5. 86xlo-3

4.66x10-3

1.02xlo-5

6. 33x10-3

3.42x10-7

1. 4oxlo-6

6.12x10-7

0.0169

3.83x10-3

0.0226

0.0467

4.58x10-3

0.369

3.62x10-4

0.447

4.66x10-3

6.56xM)-5

5.10Xlo-3

4.44xlo-4

1.64x10-4

2.08xlo-4

0.458

0.553

1.92x104

4.52x10-3

5.49xlo-5

1.83x10-5

Lo5xlo-3

4.52f10-6

5.84X10-3

4.66x10-3

l.o!lxlo-s

6.38x10-3

3.42X10-7
-61● 49xlo

6.12x10-7

0.0169

Cimt

4.45xlo-3

0.0226

0.0466

0.0147

0.366
p~o-s

0.456

4.65x10-3

7.88xlo-5

5.15X10-3
-4

4● 43xlo
-4

1.96x10

2.08xlo-4

0.466

0.549

2. 22xlo4

4.52x10-3

5.4%Clo-5

5.88x10-5

L05X10-3

L50X10-5

5.91X10-3

4.65x10-3
-51.31X1O

6.44x10-3
-7

3.4IIC1O

1.78YJ0-6

6. 12x10-7

0.9170



Figwe and Table Captions

Eig. 1. Intercomparison ot A(Ci/Wt) for various fusion and fission reactor
concepts.

(a) refe+wnce 23
(b) reference 8
(c) reference 9, 10

Fig. 20 Intercmnparison of BHP(km3/Wt) for various fusion and fission reactor
concepts.

(a) reference 24
(b) reference 23
(c) reference 9, 10
(d) re fererlce 8

Fig. s. Swamary of the dependence of A(Ci/Wt), u(Ci./Wt y), and P/P on operating
time, T$ at various wall loadings~ Iw$ for the Nb-l%Zr RTl$ and
t, m O.O,

Fig. 4. Dependence of A(Ci/Wt) on P~T (GWt y) for t~ = 0.0.

Fig. S. Dependence of ~(Ci/Wt y) on P~T (GWt y) for various values of ts.

Fig. 6. ~nte?capariscm Of nuclear afterheat, P/Po, for various fusion and
fission reactnr concepts.

(a) reference 26
(b) reference 8
(c) reference 7
(d) reference 9, 10

Table 1. RTPRRadioacti ity ●t Shutdown in Copper vs Operating Time
(Iw -2.0 Mw/mi, the reference case).

Table II. RTPR
Wall

Table 111. RTPR
Wall

Afterheat and Radioactivity at Shutdown in Nb-17Zr vs
Loading (T = 5 years).

Afterheat and !tadimctivlty t~t Shutdown in V-20%Ti vs
Loading (T = 5 yeara).
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A I\v =0.2 lYhV/m2 (P~H = 360 MWt )
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